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266,486*
people have
already opted
for six new
fundamental
rights.
And you?

"The people of Europe give
themselves a constitution" ...
and that only works if Every One
participates!

If you follow us and share our ideas, together we can inspire
even more people about Every One:
Instagram: @everyone_europe
Twitter: @jeder_mensch
LinkedIn: Stiftung Jeder Mensch
YouTube: Jeder Mensch
You want to support us with a great idea or your secret superpower? You would like to become an Every One ambassador?
You have an exciting idea how you can support the idea of
Every One? Write to us! info@jeder-mensch.eu

→ Vote now on everyone-initiative.eu

↗ everyone-initiative.eu

as of: May 2022

You love it concretely?
With your donation or supporting membership you finance
our charitable work and projects – like our starter kit on betterplace.org. With your signature you strengthen our mandate:
everyone-initiative.eu

For a
new vision
of Europe.

Six new European
fundamental rights.

Change
needs utopia.

Article 1
Environment
Every One has the right to live in an
environment that is healthy and protected.

Article 2
Digital Self-Determination
Every One has the right to digital selfdetermination. Harvesting people’s personal
data or manipulating people is forbidden.

Europe needs answers to the
pressing questions of our time:
environmental destruction,
climate crisis, digitalisation, the
power of algorithms, systematic
lies in politics, new autocracies,
unregulated globalisation,
threats to the rule of law and war.
Europe needs a new, powerful
commitment and joy in the idea
of peace, shared values and
prosperity.

Article 3
Artificial Intelligence
Every One has the right to know that the
algorithms imposed on them are transparent,
verifiable and fair. Key decisions must be
taken by a human being.

Change needs utopia – and in a first step this can be achieved
by updating European fundamental rights! This is what the
foundation Jeder Mensch e.V. (“Every One”) is campaigning
for on the initiative of the German writer and lawyer Ferdinand
von Schirach. Through a European constitutional convention,
we want to expand the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and
make its enforcement actionable. For Every One.
So far, renowned experts, think tanks, NGOs and decisionmakers from fields such as law, politics, science and culture
have joined the initiative in 13 EU member states. More than
266,000 people have already signed for six new fundamental
rights via everyone-initiative.eu.
With your support, we can not only make an impact on the
political level, but also implement projects to involve even
more people! For a new idea of Europe, for a Europe of the
people, for future-proof fundamental rights!

Article 4
Truth
Every One has the right to trust that statements
made by the holders of public office are true.

Article 5
Globalization
Every One has the right to be offered only
those goods and services that are produced in
accordance with universal human rights.

Article 6
Fundamental Rights Lawsuits
Every One has the right to bring a lawsuit before the European Courts when the Charter’s
fundamental rights are systematically violated.

